
CHAP'J."BR I 

INTRODUCTION 

I.A. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

As part of language development> many but by no 

mes.ns a.11 ohildren les.rn to read. Many of those children 

lea.rn to res.d before they enter primary school at the age 

of 6. Some of them are taught individually by parents at 

home. One important question should be tackled is; When 

are children res.dy to les.n to res.d? 

In many parts of the world> many parents teach their 

preschool children reading. Of course, different cultures 

may define different strategies. Taylor and Taylor (1983) 

in their book Psychology of Reading describe that in the 

United Sts.tes most preschoolers who learn to read do so 

largely on their own with little help from family members. 

Some learn from TV. Only a minority of those· early 

readers· parents deliberately set out to teach them 

reading. 

What other parents did was to provide models for 

their children, by teaching those children themselves, by 

reading to the children, or by having reading materials 

around the house. A Japanese survey shows that the earlier 

the parents (usually the mothers) begin to read to the 

children, the 1wre fluently the children read at the 
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of 5 (Taylor 3.nd Taylor 1983: 345) . In s. Cs.ns.dis.n study. 

almost all early readers had stories read to them daily 

( Ps.t.e 1 s.nd Ps.terson in Taylor s.nd Ts.ylor 1963: 350). 

1 believe that in Indonesia there are many parents 

who tes.<.:h their preschool children reading. And I also 

believe that those children are able to learn to read at 

their early ages. 

Therefore) the question of ~hen children are ready 

to learn to read seens to make no sense at all. It implies 

that there is a stage the children must possess from a 

sts.te of being uns.ble to learn to res.d to the· sts.ge of 

being ready. In fact, there is no test that will measure 

the sts.te the child is in bees.use there is no intellectual 

or linguistic basic for the notion of readiness (Smith 

1985: 115). 

Brief examination on the relationship between 

speech and reading exposes that for the Indonesian

speaking children printed language is bound to spoken 

langus.ge. But ohildren acquire speech readily by being 

immersed in the speech environment. Thus, acquiring 

reading for the non-Indonesian-speaking chidren should b~ 

managed with acquiring speech. Mino-Garces argues that 

childr-en shrJuld aoquire res.ding like speech, not learning 

it like a foreign language, that is, they should pick 

up reading effortlessly; just bees.use they a.re exposed to 
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printed words and just because those words convey meanings 

(Mino-Garces in Taylor and Taylor 1983: 367). 

Early speech is closely tied to the child·s vital 

~nd immediate oommunioative needs. For Indonesian ohild> 

when he dislikes something, he can scream Nggak!(Ina., 

means No)> when he is disturbed by peers or siblings Nakal 

(Ina., means Naughty), Reading is seldom used in such 

manners. Nevertheles> mo~t children want to know what 

happens in a story or what labels on objects say, and this 

desire can be kindled and fostered. For Indonesian 

preschoolers, learning to read really helps them to expand 

their vocabulary because in Indonesia> languages used in 

reading a.nd speaking can differ much. Children who spes.k 

dialects can learn new language through learning to read. 

In speech development, understanding precedes 

speaking (Taylor and Taylor 1983: 364). Aocordingly> a 12-

month old baby can be taught to discriminate and identify 

letters and words by pointing. There are also children who 

have adequs.te receptive speech but lack art·tcula.tory 

speech (e.g., delayed speech> deaf> cerebral palsied). For 

these children, rudirnents.ry reading with logographs (Lower 

level l: Word Recognition) provides a valuable means of 

communication. A logograph can be directly associated to 

its meaning> bypassing its sound if necessary (Taylor and 

Ts.y lor 1983: 365). 
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There is an aotive relationship between 

language. Cognition and language are 

4 

cognitive 

critical 

oomponents in human development. This statement is based 

on the theory of reading which views reading as language 

process ( Vacca et al 1991: 41). According to Piaget and 

Vygotsky's views> children must be actively involved to 

grow and learn (Vacca et. al 1991: 61). Merely reacting to 

the environment is not enough. When parents make use of or 

s.ccept early learning as a la.ngus.ge process children amst 

undergo> they must understand the importance of learning 

written language, All in all, children are language users; 

for the1n learning to read is inherently social. If 

children perceive little use of written language, then 

they will have difficult time learning to read (Vaooa et. 

8.l 1991: 14). 

Bright children in a literate environment (refers 

to eduoa.ted pa.rents a.nd a number of books around the 

house) may acquire reading largely by themselves, with a 

lot of enoouragement but with the minimum of instruotion. 

But such probability might mainly be found in developed 

countries such as in the United States . In fact, most 

children have to be instructed in reading beoause reading 

is not 'caught• from exposure to books like infection. The 

essential thing is that a child needs to be stimulated in 

order to be able to learn to read. And the considered 
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1 a.m sure that the phenomenon of tee.oher-par'Jnts 

also exists in Indonesia. And I believe in the importance 

of children home environment input in their early 

learning. Based on the environmental input theory, I did 8 

research on parental role in presohooler's early learning 

to read. 

The implication of early learning to read is the 

imports.nee of method of tea.ching reading to young 

children. Most people have encountered an effort when a 

child is learning to read. One appros.oh of how children 

read is the ear approach (sometimes referred to as 

bottom-up theory). The alternative approach is 

eye approach <.sometimes referred to as top-down theory). 

It is evident that neither approach explains all aspects 

Qf reading behaviour; it is likely that people make use 

both strategies a.t various sta.ges in learning and in 

handling different kinds of reading problems { Crystal: 

251). However, the ear approach is evidently very 

important d1Jring initial stages. Perhaps> after several 

exposures to a word, a d ireot print-mean in.g pathway comes 

to be built up. 

With the ultimate purpose to find the reading 

ability of 3-4 years old prekindergarten children who are 

learning to read through parents' instruction> parent's 

role on those children reading acquisition wa.s also 
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investigated in this study . On the one side, children's 

reading ability was assessed by using four verbal tasks on 

reading. On the other side, parent's strategies in 

ing reading were also investigated and presented in 

case studies. Bullough ( Vaooa et al 1991: 43) puts 

teaoh

short 

this 

way: "Cases and 08.se studies a.re stories that in their 

telling invite the reader to quest ion 8.nd explore 

personnal values and understanding." In the oases that 

presented in this study, the three parents are in the same 

position: as teacher-parents of prekindergarten ohidren. 

I.B. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEK 

Based on the background of the study above, the 

problems of this study are stated as follows: 

l.B.1. How do Indonesian parents devise their strategies 

in teaching reading to their children? 

1.8.2. What is the reading ability of Indonesian prekin

dergarten children aged 3-4 years old? 

l.C. OBJECTIVE OP THE STUDY 

The objectives of this study b~sed on the statement 

of the problems above are : 

I.C.1. To explore the Indonesian parents' strategies in 

teaching reading to their prekindergarten children. 

l.C.2. To find out the reading ability of Indonesian 
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prekindergarten ohildren aged 3-4 years old 

I.D. SIGNIFICANCR OP THB STUDY 

Most adults forl'l an expectation that 

rea.d is the funotion of formal instruction 

learning to 

at school. 

IJntil recently, only a few of them hs.ve begun to believe 

that learning to read begins through interaction with 

parents. In fact, the foundations of literacy are built on 

children's social and linguistic interaction with their 

world and significant persons in it. Hone is where 

literacy learning begins. 

This study attempts to provide a real 

a.bout preschoolers· language skill ODthat 

ability in reading along with parents' 

description 

is, their 

support and 

encouragement. It is 

achievement in f ormt1.l 

important to 

schooling is 

know that child's 

af f eoted by his 

preschool intellectual experiences at home. But far nore 

importantly. it should be borne in mind that parent should 

not neglect their child, send him to school at the age 6 

or 7 with expecta.t ion that he would les.rn to read quickly 

without any preparation. Accordingly, I hope this study 

will be able to give an input, particularly to parents of 

preschool children, on the importance of the nature of 

learning to read. Learning to read should be started 
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study 

children receive 

might be a 

formal schooling. 

foundation for 

Besides, 

educators 

8 

this 

to 

understs.nd their students' different level of reading 

s.bility due to their different experiences with written 

ls.ngua.ge . 

I.E. SCOPE AND LIMITATION 

Learning to read involves a host of complex factors> 

such s.s teachers, reading ms.teria.ls, approach to reading 

instruction> and writing system. In this study> learning 

to read covers ps.rent-teaoher role, reading materials s.nd 

approach to reading instruction and its implication toward 

child ·s reading stra.tegy. 

I.F. THEORETICAL FRAMBWORK 

Vacca. et. a.l ( 1991) in their book Reading and 

Learning to Read sts.te that the support of whole langus.ge 

teaching comes f ronl two area.s of language inquiry: 

Psycholinguistics a.nd Sociolnguistics. 

A psyoholingustic view of reading combines a 

psychological understanding of how language works. Thus, 

viewing reading and learning to read strictly from 

cognitive prespective is not sufficient. The viaw inpli~s 

that the basic theory of learning> which emphasizes that 
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language acquisition must be viewed within the context of 

child's intellectual development. needs to be related with 

other learning theory. 

Sociolinguistics and reading. According to Vs.oca et. 

s.l ( 1991: 73), since res.ding is uniquely human, Vts.rning 

to read requires sharing. interaction and collaboration. 

Parent/child relation and participation patterns are 

essential in early learning. 

Taylor and Taylor ( 1990) in their book 

Psycholinguistics: Learning and Using Language provide two 

basic s.nd useful methods of teaching reading to young 

children: Whole-word and Phonics nethods. They state that 

parents .who teach their preschooler children reading. 

usually use one of the two methods or a combination of the 

t.wo. 

Whole-word refers to the method by which a child 

l.eB.rns 

directly 

Taylor 

to associate the visual pattern of a 

with its meaning without analysis. 

(1990: 364) contend that it is the 

whole 

Taylor 

quickest 

word 

and 

and 

easiest way for getting the process of reading underway. 

Naturally enough, it is the method used by most English

speaking preschoolers who learn to read on their own. The 

whole-word 

1.rr.egul.arly 

is part iou la.rly 

spelled words in 

suitable for 

alphabetic 

especia.lly English (e .q., the, la.ugh, comb). 

teaching 

ortography 
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By phonics method, children learn letter-sound 

relation and sound out on their own even unfamiliar 

printed words. Phonics is suitable for teaohing such 

regularly spelled words as buku and bulu>. 

Letter-by-letter recognition is oharaoteristio of 

unskilled reader recognizing common words. But letter 

recognition is not prerequsite to word recognition sinoe 

word recognition should be impossible when letters of the 

word cannot be identified individually. 

Young children learn to recognize 

instantaneously. It is done through process. 

words 

Theory 

not 

of 

pattern recognition can be charaoteri2ed in one dimension 

as bottom up or top down (Taylor and Taylor 1990). 

A bottom-up process progresses from small> lower 

units to the larger, higher units. For example, word 

recognition starts with the sensory data and the forms in 

small units, which are then combined into larger ones 

letter features> letters> and then words. 

Word recognition by top-down process starts with 

target word and checks whether the sensory data are 

consistent with the target. Most word-recognition models 

mix the two. 

Learning to read in young children is olaimed to be 

evitable since it helps to develop ohild·s phonologioal 

ability in speeoh and expands their vocabulary> 

particularly for children who speak vernaculars. 
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I.G. METHOD OF THE STUDY 

In this research, the experimental qualitative 

appro.a.ch is used. It is because in order to be s.ble to 

find out children's reading ability, I devise relevant 

tasks for them to carry out. 

l.G.1. THE DBPINITION OF KBY TERKS 

This study is psycholinguistic study, so I make 

some reasonable limitations and justifications to the 

definitions. Some important terns have presumably been 

explained indirectly in the background so that only the 

most pertinent terms are defined. 

1. Preschooler in this study is a prekindergarten child 

aged 3-4 years old who is not attending playgroup or 

nursery school. 

2. Parental role in this study is limited on parent's 

role in teaching their preschool child reading . 

3. Early reader in this study is prekindergarten child 

who is learning to read before entering kindergarten 

4. Verbal tasks are a set of tasks designed to predict 

prekindergarten children's performance in reading. 

Based on Taylor and Taylor's format> the tasks cover 

four areas of children· skills : 

s.. Naming letters : The r.:hi ld ns.mes letters, 11atch1.ts 

letters, and says the first two letters of his 
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t.. Visua 1-a.ud.i toi·y paired associa. tes The ohi ld 

indicates which of the four possible responses 

spoken by the examiner is the correct match to a 

visua.l st im11 lus. 

c. Revers8.l : The child seler.:ts a match for a. two-

letter combination presented in correct s.nd 

reversed orders (e.q.> 'nu' : nu, un> nu, un). 

d.Categories The child produces class names for 

group of three words (e.q. > rose> jasmine> and 

orchid are names of ... ) 

5. Assessment is a synonym for an evaluation (as the 

least structured and the most infomal type of test). 

In asseGment, scoring is not the ultimate goal. Thus, 

assessment in this study is used tn evaluata th~ 

ability of 3-4 years old children in reading. They 

were given ts.sks on reading to be carried on. It 

turns out, that in assessment process, the 

examiner is parent since the study corresponds to 

the nature of parent/child relationship as 

teacher/pupil. 

I . G . 2 . I.OCATION AND POPIJI.ATION OF THE STUDY 

Nowadays, it seems that upper-middl~ or upp~r class 
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pa.rents living in urbs.n ares.s prefer to send their 

preschool children to playgroup or nursery school as a 

step fostering their children ·s langus.ge developllent. 

Such tendency is less apparent in semi-urban areas such as 

in Ks. lang . It this situation makes parent's role in 

ohild language development considered more influential. 

This phenomenon encourages me to choose Halang as th6 

location of the research. 

Because I believe that social classes tend to 

provide different home environment, the target population 

of this study are middle class parents and their preschool 

children. It has been claimed by Berstein (Corsini 1994: 

101) that middle class> as contrasted with lower class> 

convey such values a.s planning for the future, self 

responsibility, and motivation for education. Besides> 

parents sooioeconomio and education baokgound always show 

relationship with children's mental growth and 

intellectual development. Children of wealthy hones where 

there are more care> more materials suoh as eduoative 

toys, books, s.nd more stimuls.ting activities obtain higher 

learning capacity on average. 

Based on the above affeoting factors of learning 

ability. all children as the population of this study are 

to meet the following criteria 

1. Hormal children, have no physical or 11ents.l 
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retardation. 

2. Have normal organs of speech. 

3. Aged 3-4 yea.rs old, and not s.ttending pls.ygroup or 

nursery school. 

4. Have one older sibling or none. 

5. Born and reared in Indonesia. 

6. Parents" characteristics are 

-Hidlle class> undergraduates or diploma graduates 

a.s the minimum. In fa.ct, educated parent is more 

i.n luent ia 1 tha.n wealthy parent with lower educa

tion. 

-Aged not more that 35 years old at the time the 

research was done. 

-Indonesian> live in Indonesia, and speak Indonesian 

fluently 

Three children with their parents who were able to 

meet the requested criteria were taken as the population 

of this study. They were: 

1. Oni (3;11 years old) 

2. Dito (3;9 years old) 

3. Nia (3;9 years old) 

I.G.3. TECHNIQUE OP DATA COLLECTION 

I used observational approach in collecting the 

data because the presence of the observer might have an 
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effect on ohild"s responses on the tasks. This approach 

enabled me to do an unseen observation without getting 

tnvolved in assessment process. 

It took several steps to collect the data. The first 

step was to choose the population consisting of children 

aged 3-4 years old with their parents from middle 

socioeoonomio background. Three children with their 

parents were taken as the population. Next, I devised 

relevant tasks for the children to carry out. For the 

purpose of eliciting the valid data, I used Taylor and 

Ta.ylor's (1983) verbal tasks on reading as the initis.l 

task material. For higher level task> I devised word 

recognition task. The words presented in list were those 

whioh are commonly used by Indonesian ohildren in speech 

(based on Yulie 1996). The words were composed of di and 

tri-syllabio of open syllable-final content words, mostly 

nouns without affixation. Words arrangement 

systems.th:ation was not based on alphabetical order. Under 

the instrument of verbal tasks I added three 

categorizations namely skills assessed to the children, 

presentation which looked how the items were presented to 

the children, and responses given by the children to the 

ts.sks. 

Factors like fatigue> short span attention> and 

active participation exhibited by the children greatly 

determined the length of assessment duration. Ky fourth 
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was to determine assessment duration, then. Basically, all 

tasks were untimed. But each task took twenty to thirty 

minutes to complete. I scheduled subsequent sessions as 

soon as possible> that is no longer than one week apart. 

Remembering the above possibilities, I purposely 

lengthened assessment duration. Accordingly> each child 

was assessed for the period of two weeks at the longest. 

Afterwards, I asked the parents to 

a.ssessmen t . They were to check some of 

responses on the task sheet. During the 

process, I did an unseen observation. 

do the 

children's 

assessment 

The last step was to make a depth interview with the 

ps.ren ts concerning the 1.r. st ra.tegies in teaching res.ding. 

In short> the steps in eliciting the data are: 

1. Choosing the population 

2. Determining the samples 

3. Devising task materials 

4. Determining assessment duration and session 

5. Asking the parents to do the assessnent and 

making recording of the assessment results at the 

same time 

6. Interviewing the parents 

I.G.4. TECHNIQUE OF DATA AHALYSIS 

Several procedures are required in analyzing the 
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data. Firstly, I classified responses on verbal tasks from 

word recognition task. Secondly, I made tables of assess

ment results a.nd s.nalyzed the1n since the reliance on task 

scores would not provide sufficient information about 

child's ability (Nuttal et. al 1993: 185) . To allow no 

misinterpretation I used response analysis for verbal 

tasks whereas for word recognition I used error analysis. 

In response analysis child's correct and incorrect 

r.esponses a.re a.nalyzed. In error s.ns.lysis, child's res.ding 

errors are described and categorized. According to Gibson 

and Levin (1985: 278), reading errors can provide 

information about children's strategies in reading if they 

are analyzed in ways other than simple categorization of 

correct-incorrect. Therefore, in categorizing the errors I 

also analyzed child's types of errors including the 

additional information about child's phonetic coding. 

In answering the second question about the strategy 

of pa.rent in tes.chi.ng res.ding, I composed a short case 

study. Ea.ch ca.se tackles the same problems: pa.rent· s 

strategy in teaching and child's capability in accepting 

the parent's method. The last step was to make qualitative 

interpretation of the data. The purpose is to find out the 

oor.rels.tion between res.ding instruction 

receiving with child's ability in reading. 

the child is 

In short, the procedures of data analysis are: 
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1. Cla.ssifying the data. 

2. Making tables of tasks results 

3. Compositing case study of parent•s strategy 

4. Interpreting the data 
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